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Click on the Create a Free Account button and you will be directed to the login page.

Here, enter a valid email address, toggle the I am a new user button1, and click on the
Sign In Using Our Secure Server button. From there, follow the prompts to provide a password,
name, address, phone number, other required contact information, and a credit card number.
Amazon will initiate an automated phone call to verify your information. When given the option
to choose support, select Free Support and continue.
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Alternatively, if you already have an existing Amazon account, you can login with those credentials and enable it
to use AWS services.
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From this point, you should be able to access the AWS management console, which is the
jumping off point for accessing various features of the cloud environment.

Although there are many such features, for the purposes of MOVES modeling in the
cloud, we will use only EC2 (for computing resources), S3 (for data storage), and SQS (for
sending instructions to the cloud).
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2.2

Security Credentials

Next, create an Access Key that will be needed later. From the AWS Management
Console page, select your name in the upper right corner, and click Security Credentials in the
dropdown menu that appears. You should see a page similar to the following.
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Click the plus sign next to Access Keys to expand its submenu, and click the blue Create
New Access Key button. When prompted, click Show Access Key to reveal your new Access Key
ID and Secret Access Key. Copy these to a file on your local system, and keep them safe for
later. Note: these credentials are very important, and must be stored securely! Using them,
anyone can start an instance that would be billed directly to your account.

After creating the Access Key, you can move on to setting up modeling scenarios on a
local computer using Perl scripts. (You will return to the AWS interface later when it’s time to
execute model runs.)
2.3

Other Considerations

Instead of credit card billing, you may wish to set up billing via Purchase Order or other
mechanism. Unfortunately, this is not possible using the AWS billing interface. If needed,
contact Amazon support directly to request alternate billing arrangements.
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3.0

Initial Scenario Setup

This section describes setup and QA of required software, scripts, and input data on the
user’s local machine prior to any processing in the Amazon cloud environment. Software version
numbers listed below are current as of December 2015; when installing software, use the latest
version available.
3.1

Required Software, Data, and Code

To prepare MOVES runspecs for execution in the cloud, along with other supporting
files, the user needs to install the most recent version of MOVES2. If not already installed, the
MOVES setup program will prompt the user to acquire both MySQL3 and the Java JDK4. Along
with these programs, users should download ActivePerl5 in order to execute many of the
included Perl scripts, and the MySQL Workbench6 to be able to manually view databases and
tables during QA. Users can follow default prompts during installation of all software listed
above.
In addition to the above, there are a number of other files needed to prepare and execute
MOVES runs scripts in the cloud environment. These will be discussed further in the sections
that follow. Several have been included in the electronic appendix to this report, but others will
need to be obtained from EPA staff. These files include the following:


Files Provided in Appendix
–



Perl Scripts and their associated input files listed in Section 3.2

Files Requested from EPA
–

Representative County Databases (CDBs)

–

LEV Databases

–

MOVES-Specific Amazon Machine Image (AMI)

–

JAR files




MOVES Code
MOVES Databases
Postprocessing Code

2

Available at http://www3.epa.gov/otaq/models/moves/. Current version is MOVES2014a.
Available at https://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql/. Current version is 5.7.10.
4
Available at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html. Current version is 8u66.
5
Available at http://www.activestate.com/activeperl/downloads. Current version is 5.22.0.2200.
6
Available at https://dev.mysql.com/downloads/workbench/. Current version is 6.3.6.
3
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3.2

File System Organization

As defined by EPA staff, in the context of MOVES scenario execution, a project is “a set
of runs that use the same representative counties and the same met[eorological data]” as input.
The runs can involve different calendar years or control strategies so long as each project is
connected to a single execution of the Runspec Generator script (discussed below). A batch is a
subset of a project, and is usually delineated by a combination of county and month. For
example, a single batch might involve inputs for Harris County, TX, in the month of July.
Further, a job is a subset of a batch, and consists of individual MOVES runspecs, which are
often separated according to temperature regime or process type. In the included example, you
will examine a single project, with 570 batches, each containing between 75 and 150 jobs.
It is often easiest to start create a project by using scripts and inputs from an existing
project. Copy the example files from the attached electronic appendix and note both the provided
files and the directory structure. Required files as input for MOVES runspec generation include
the following:


Perl Scripts, which are run in the following order and are discussed in more detail
in the sections that follow:
–

RepCnties.plx

–

runspec_generator_v0.33_26Mar13.plx

–

LoadZmh.plx

–

CreateandPopulateAmazonDirStructureSmokeMoves.plx (referred to as
CreateandPopulate below)

–

CreateBatchFilesForAmazonRunsSmokeMoves.plx (referred to as
CreateBatchFiles below)



Under subdirectory SampleRunSpecs, three text files that identify pollutants and
processes to be used in creating the RatePerDistance (RD), RatePerProfile(RP),
and RatePerVehicle(RV) runspecs, each of which are included as job types in a
given batch.



Under subdirectory PerlScripts, two scripts called by other scripts in the process.



Various inputs required for previously mentioned Perl scripts:
–

RepCounty text file, which contains a list of counties and an 8-digit date
of their associated representative county database (CDB)

–

Met4moves input files, obtained from EPA
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–

Zonemonthhour (zmh) files, created by the runspec generator script and
used by LoadZmh

–

Empty csv tables, used by the runspec generator and provided here

–

RunSpecGenControl, provided here and modified by the user to reflect the
project

The Perl scripts and supplemental files described above are used to create the files listed
below, which are the direct inputs for MOVES execution in the cloud. They include the
following:


RunSpecGenOutput



Under subdirectory InputDatabases



–

Representative county databases – these 284 counties were chosen by EPA
as being representative for the entire US. The databases include many
MOVES inputs that are county specific, including IM, fleet distributions,
VMT, activity data, and a variety of other data.

–

LEV Databases - required for modeling the effects of LEV in counties
where it applies. Includes updates to the MOVES emissionratebyage table.

–

Other user supplied databases. This could be modifications to any input
desired by the user. In the case of the included example, modifications to
the fuelsupply table were made and are included.

Under subdirectory AmazonStructure
–

A subdirectory for each project




A 0scripts subdirectory containing batch files, created by the
Create Batch File script, for interaction with the cloud environment
A subdirectory containing project databases to be uploaded to the
cloud
A subdirectory for each batch

A subdirectory containing batch databases to be uploaded
to the cloud

A subdirectory for each job associated with a particular
batch

A runspec and input database for each job

In addition, execution of the scripts requires files in an additional \amazon folder in your
MOVES directory. This folder contains commands specific to interacting with the cloud
environment, and must be requested from EPA.
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3.3

Perl Script Execution

3.3.1 RepCnties Script
Start by modifying the RepCnties.plx script. Open it in a text editor (for example,
Notepad++ or UltraEdit). You will need to edit the lines listed below to reflect appropriate
project name, calendar year, and directory paths for your project. Variables are denoted in Perl
with the $ operand, and five variables of interest in RepCnties.plx are listed in the sample below.
Note carefully the double backslash syntax (“\\”) within quotes; this is necessary for Perl to
interpret the paths correctly. Note that most paths can be on a network drive if desired, so long as
it is mapped appropriately.
$project='2013-MOVES2014a';
$year=2013;
$filedir="P:\\EPA_MOVES_3-04\\$project\\SmokeMovesRunSpecGenerator_2013-MOVES2014a";
$repcdblist="P:\\EPA_MOVES_3-04\\$project\\285RepCos2013_M2014_20151103.txt";
$output="RunSpecGenRepCnties_$project.txt";

Save your changes, and open a command window (to do this, press Windows-R, type
cmd in the open dialog, and press Enter). Using the Windows cd command, navigate to the
directory where RepCnties.plx is located, type perl RepCnties.plx, and press Enter. The
program will run, and produce a RunSpecGenRepCnties text file. This file will be used in
execution of the next script.
3.3.2 RunSpecGenerator Script
The runspec_generator_v0.33_26Mar13.plx script itself does not require any
modification. Rather, you will provide as input to it the text file produced by RepCnties, and in
addition provide a RunSpecGenControl input file. This control file consists of the following
lines:
DBHOST
= localhost
BATCHRUN
= 2013-MOVES2014a
OUTDIR
= P:\EPA_MOVES_3-04\2013-MOVES2014a\SmokeMovesRunSpecGenerator_2013MOVES2014a\RunSpecGenOutput_2013-MOVES2014a\
MOVESHOME
= C:\EPA\MOVES\amazon20130603
MODELYEAR
= 2013
POLLUTANTS
= OZONE,PM,TOXICS,GHG
DAYOFWEEK
= WEEKDAY, WEEKEND
METFILE
= P:\EPA_MOVES_3-04\2013MOVES2014a\met4moves\MOVES_RH_DAILY_2013ej_v6_13i_12US2_2013001-2013365.txt
RPMETFILE
= P:\EPA_MOVES_3-04\2013MOVES2014a\met4moves\MOVES_DAILY_2013ej_v6_13i_12US2_2013001-2013365.txt
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Of interest here are the BATCHRUN, which should reflect your project name; the
OUTDIR, which should point to a directory for RunSpecGenerator output; the MODELYEAR,
which is not actually a model year but should instead reflect a calendar year of interest; and the
METFILE and RPMETFILE, which should point to your met4moves data obtained from EPA.
Do not modify the other parameters in this example. Edit the file as needed in a text editor and
save your changes. To execute the script, use a command window to navigate to its location, type
perl runspec_generator_v0.33_26Mar13.plx [RunSpecGenControl]
[RunSpecGenRepCnties] and press Enter, where the two bracketed values are the names of
your particular input files – no brackets are required at the command prompt. This program will
take some time to complete, on the order of several hours. In this example 568 batches,
containing more than 50,000 runspecs, will be generated. When complete, the program will
generate runspecs in the OUTDIR folder, along with associated zonemonthhour files, as well as
other XML and batch files that are unused in this example.
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3.3.3 LoadZMH Script
Next, open the LoadZMH.plx file in a text editor, and edit the lines listed below to reflect
appropriate project name, calendar year, and directory paths for your project. Again, be mindful
of the double backslash convention in Perl.
$project='2013-MOVES2014a';
$year=2013;
$mysqldata="\"C:\\ProgramData\\MySQL\\MySQL Server 5.6\\data\"";
$homedir="P:\\EPA_MOVES_3-04\\2013-MOVES2014a\\SmokeMovesRunSpecGenerator_2013MOVES2014a";
$repcdblist="P:\\EPA_MOVES_3-04\\2013-MOVES2014a\\285RepCos2013_M2014_20151103.txt";
$mvdroutput="$homedir\\RunSpecGenOutput_2013-MOVES2014a";
$mvdroutputlocal_backslash="C:\\a\\${project}_runspecgenoutput_zmh";
$mvdroutputlocal_fwdslash="C:/a/${project}_runspecgenoutput_zmh";
$zmhdbs="$homedir\\2013-MOVES2014a_zmh";

Note that the mvdroutputlocal variables denote a directory on your local machine where
ZMH files will be copied before input to your local MySQL installation.
Save your changes to the script, and execute it using a command window by navigating
to its location, typing perl LoadZMH.plx, and pressing Enter. This script takes some time to
execute, usually on the order of hours, since the system is creating many thousands of small
ZMH databases for each job to be modeled. Per the EPA documentation, “the total number of
databases produced should equal the number of zmh.csv files. This number is also the number of
jobs that will be produced and run.” Do a quick QA check at this point to ensure the number of
databases output is what you expect. If not, check your input parameters for typos, and examine
and Perl errors that might have occurred.
3.3.4 CreateAndPopulate Script
Initially, you will want to run the CreateAndPopulate script in a modified fashion, to
generate a set of jobs for a single batch. In this way, you can carefully QA the created runspecs
to make sure they include all of the desired model options, and also execute a runspec locally to
catch any errors in our inputs that might otherwise be missed. This is an important step – if it is
ignored, you may end up wasting time having to recreate the entire set of batches.
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To start, open the CreateAndPopulate script, and edit the lines below to reflect project,
years, and paths as appropriate:
$project='2013-MOVES2014a';
$year=2013;
$vers=20151106;
$repcdblist="285RepCos2013_M2014_20151103.txt";
$case="$project"; # for when the case does not include a scen & year
$casevers="${case}-${vers}";
$casepath="P:\\EPA_MOVES_3-04\\$project\\AmazonStructure\\$casevers";
$dbdir="P:\\EPA_MOVES_3-04\\$project\\InputDatabases";
$runspecgenyear=2013; # This can be different from $year
$fuelsdb='M2014a_fuelsupply';
$cdbdir="P:\\EPA_MOVES_3-04\\$project\\InputDatabases\\2013RepCos_20151103";
$zmhoutput="P:\\EPA_MOVES_304\\$project\\SmokeMovesRunSpecGenerator_$project\\${project}_zmh";
$rdrunspectemplate='samplerunspecs\\RDCB05CB6NEI_2013_core.mrs';
$rprunspectemplate='samplerunspecs\\RPCB05CB6NEI_2013_core.mrs';
$rvrunspectemplate='samplerunspecs\\RVCB05CB6NEI_2013_core.mrs';

Next, search CreateAndPopulate for the string “diag”; There are three lines in the script
containing this string (see below), and each has a leading pound character (#) that denotes a
comment. Delete the leading pound character from each of these lines. This will limit the
creation of runspecs by the script to a single county, month, and job.
Save your changes to the script, and execute it using a command window by navigating
to its location, typing perl CreateAndPopulate.plx, and pressing Enter. Verify that the program
has generated output for a single job in the AmazonStructure folder; if it hasn’t, make corrections
to the script and try again. Once you’re successful creating a single runspec, once again edit the
CreateAndPopulate script, this time re-inserting a leading pound character on the following line
of code, like so:
#

if($jobcount>1){last;}

# Limit to one job for diagnostics

Re-run the script. This time, all of the RD, RP, RV runs for a single batch will be created.
Navigate to the batch output directory and verify the runspecs exist. Select one runspec each
from RD, RP, and RV and open them in a text editor for QA. Examine them carefully to ensure
the inputs are correct, especially the calendar year, list of sourcetypes, pollutants/processes/fuels,
and calls to any external databases.
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3.4

Local QA

Next, verify that the runspecs generated by the script can be correctly interpreted and
processed by MOVES itself. Select a single RP runspec and copy it to your local machine (if it’s
not already there), along with its required input databases. Open the MOVES GUI and load the
runspec. All of the checkmarks in the GUI should be green; if not, examine them further by
drilling down into the inputs to determine the cause of the problem.
Execute the RP runspec and wait for it to complete, which should take a few minutes.
When it is finished, take a look at the output database. Does the moveserror table contain any
entries? Is the rateperprofile table populated with data? Does the movestablesused table correctly
list databases that were used during the run?
If desired, you can also perform similar QA on the RV and RD runspecs, although if the
RP passes QA, it is likely the others will as well. Generally, it is best to start with an RP run
since its execution time is relatively short, especially compared to RD which can take several
hours.
Once local QA is complete, edit the CreateAndPopulate script a final time, this time reinserting leading pound characters on the following two lines of code, like so:
#if($cntycount>1){last;} # Limit to one county for diagnostics
#if($monthcount>1){last;} # Diagnostic limit to one month

This will enable the script to generate output for all county and month combinations.
3.5

Full Runspec and Batch File Generation

Now you are prepared to generate all of the runspecs necessary to support output for
SMOKE MOVES. As before, run the CreateAndPopulate script you just edited above. In
addition to creating runspecs, the script also compresses them, along with their associated input
databases, into .jar files (which are functionally the same as .zip files, and can be examined with
any archive software7). In the included example, this process takes about a day of processing
time.
Finally, you must create a series of batch files that will allow our local file system to
more easily interact with the AWS cloud environment. Open the CreateBatchFiles script, and
edit the lines below to reflect project, years, and paths as appropriate. Many of these variables
will be similar, or even identical, to variables from CreateAndPopulate.
7

The freely available 7zip file archiver, downloadable at http://www.7-zip.org/, is recommended.
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$project='2013-MOVES2014a';
$year=2013;
$vers=20151106;
$movescode='20151028';
$mddb="movesdb20151028";
$codebucket="moves_code_bucket";
$dbbucket="moves_db_bucket";
$repcdblist="285RepCos2013_M2014_20151103.txt";
$casepath="P:\\EPA_MOVES_3-04\\$project\\AmazonStructure\\$casevers";
$casepathp="P:\\\\EPA_MOVES_3-04\\\\$project\\\\AmazonStructure\\\\$casevers";
$accesskey='ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS';
$secretkey='Abcdefg1234567!@#$%^&Abcdefg1234567!@#$%';

Of particular interest are the bolded variables above. movescode and mddb will reflect
the version of the MOVES code and MOVES databases provided by EPA, and will be discussed
further in the following section. codebucket and dbbucket are names for the Amazon buckets
where the MOVES code and database, will be stored, respectively. Note carefully that these
buckets must have names that are unique across all of AWS. The accesskey and secretkey are
text strings generated during the creation of your account. And allow for direction connection to
AWS via batchfiles.
Once editing is complete, save changes and execute CreateBatchFiles using a command
window by navigating to its location, typing perl CreateBatchFiles.plx, and pressing Enter.
This script runs very quickly, and generates a number of different batch files in the
AmazonStructure/[Project]/0scripts directory (not all of which you will use). Batch files of
interest to this example are discussed in the following section.
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4.0

Execution of MOVES in the AWS Cloud Environment

This section describe the process of uploading and executing MOVES batches generated
locally, along with QA, post-processing, and downloading of model results.
4.1

Amazon AWS Options and Setup

Section 2 above discusses creation of security credentials associated with your Amazon
account. Beyond that, there is some additional one-time setup that must take place prior to
proceeding with uploading and executing MOVES runs.
First, login to your account. You should be presented with the AWS management
console. Click on EC2 to switch to the EC2 management console. You should see a screen
similar to this:
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In the EC2 dashboard on the left hand side of the screen, click Elastic IPs, then the
Allocate New Address button. Make sure the drop down menu reads EC2, and click Yes,
Allocate, as pictured below. When the confirmation popup window appears, click Close. This
will create a new IP address for you to access your instances.
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Next, click Key Pairs in the EC2 dashboard, and click the blue Create Key Pair button.
Give the key a name, and click Create. The system will prompt you to download and save a .pem
file to your local system. This file is used to directly login (via SSH) to instances you’ve created,
usually during QA or troubleshooting. Without it, you will be able to start instances, but not
login to them, so be sure to store it securely.
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Next, click Security Groups in the EC2 Dashboard, and click the blue Create Security
Group button at the top of the page. Provide a security group name and description, and select
the VPC option. Under the inbound tab, click the Add Rule button, and select SSH under the
Type dropdown menu. Under Source, select My IP, and the field will be automatically
populated. When finished, the dialog should appear similar to the figure below. Click the blue
Create button to finish. These settings will ensure that only someone using your IP address, with
the SSH protocol, will be able to connect to the instances you create later.
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Finally, click Limits in the EC2 Dashboard. There are a few limit increase requests to
make here, in order to run a sufficient number of simultaneous instances. EPA generally selects
the c4.large instance type, since it provides sufficient computational power and RAM to
complete batches in a few days’ time8. As an example, scroll down under the Instance Limits
subheading, find the “Running On-Demand c4.large instances” item, and click Request Limit
Increase. This will open a new browser window under the AWS Support Dashboard. Scroll
down the page and fill in the drop down menus as needed. An example of a request for an
increase in the limit of c4.large instances to 600 is shown below.

In addition to the above, you will probably want to increase both Provisioned IOPS
(SSD) volume storage and General Purpose (SSD) volume storage, listed under the EBS Limits
subheading, from 20 TiB to 50 TiB, since files associated with SMOKE-MOVES input
generation can be quite large. You may wish to make limit increase requests for other type of
instances to meet your specific needs.
Finally, you will need access to a specific Amazon Machine Image (AMI) to run properly
run MOVES in a cloud environment. An AMI is analogous to the operating system on your local
machine. As mentioned in the previous section, you will also need .jar files containing MOVES
code, its associated database, and post-processing code. All of these items will need to be
obtained from EPA by request.
8

For more information on AWS instance types, including available CPUs, RAM, and costs, see
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/
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4.2

Uploading and Adding Jobs

Before any files can be uploaded to your AWS account, you need to create three buckets
for storing data – one for the MOVES code, one for the database, and one for the batch input and
output files. Although this can be done via the AWS web interface, it is easier to accomplish
using the freely available S3 Browser9. Several screenshots in the section that follows will
display the S3 Browser GUI.
To create the buckets, open the S3 Browser and first add your AWS account. Under the
Accounts menu, click Add New Account, populate the fields shown, and click the Add New
Account button.

Next, click the New Bucket button and in the prompt that follows, give your bucket a
name that matches the project name specified in the Perl scripts earlier, and also ensure that the
region matches the one where you created your account. Do this again for your MOVES code
9

Download from http://s3browser.com/download.php
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